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INTENDED USE
Screening Kit for Paroximal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria (PNH) is a four-color direct immunofluorescence reagent for use in flow cytometry to evaluate the possible loss of expression of the CD16 molecule on neutrophils and loss of expression of the CD14 molecule on monocytes.

Although a rare disease, the PNH assay is frequently requested since the screening of PNH should be performed in patients with hemoglobinuria, patients with Coombs-negative intravascular hemolysis, especially patients with concurrent iron deficiency, patients with venous thrombosis involving unusual sites, patients with aplastic anemia, patients with refractory anemia-MDS and patients with episodic dysphagia or abdominal pain with evidence of intravascular hemolysis.

SUMMARY AND EXPLANATION
Flow Cytometry (FC) is a powerful tool for the analytical and quantitative characterization of cells which provides rapid, quantitative and multiparametric analysis of heterogeneous cell populations on a cell-by-cell basis. Flow cytometry is performed on cells in liquid suspension that have been incubated with fluorescently-labeled antibodies directed against specific cellular proteins. The relative fluorescence intensity of the positive cells indicates the amount of antibody bound to specific binding sites on the cells, and therefore provides a relative measure of antigen expression.

PNH is an acquired clonal hematopoietic stem-cell disorder related to the occurrence of a somatic mutation in the PIG-A gene, located in the human X chromosome. This genetic alteration results in a partial or total deficiency of all proteins normally linked to the cell membrane by a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor (GPI-anchored proteins)²⁻³. Typical clinical features of PNH are bone marrow failure of variable severity, thrombosis in unusual sites, chronic intravascular hemolytic anemia that leads to hemoglobinuria, iron deficiency anemia, and increased incidence of acute myeloid leukemia.

Flow cytometry-based immunophenotypic techniques for the analysis of different markers expression on the major cell populations present in blood are the preferred method for the diagnostic screening of PNH⁴. Recent studies have analyzed the expression of a high number of GPI-APs on different subsets of peripheral blood cells. As conclusion of these studies, the best combination of markers for the screening of PNH would include evaluation of CD14 on monocytes and of CD16 on neutrophils, because these two markers allowed unequivocal identification of PNH cells in all patients analyzed and the largest sizes of the PNH clone were systematically found among these two cell subsets⁵. Screening Kit for PNH includes the following monoclonal antibodies combination: CD16-FITC/CD64-PE/CD45PerCP-Cy5.5/CD14-APC. The antibodies anti-CD45 and anti-CD64 allow the identification of the populations to study: neutrophils and monocytes. The further evaluation of a possible loss of expression of the CD16 molecule on neutrophils and loss of expression of the CD14 molecule on monocytes allows the identification of the PNH clone in a fast and simple way.

PRINCIPLES OF THE PROCEDURE
Flow cytometry (FC) is an innovative technology by means of which different cell characteristics are simultaneously analyzed on a single cell basis. This is achieved by means of hydrodynamic focusing of cells that pass aligned one by one in front of a set of light detectors; at the same time they are illuminated by a laser beam. The interaction of the cells with the laser beam generates signals of two different kinds: those generated by dispersed light (FSC/SSC), which mainly reflects the size of the cell and its internal complexity, and those related to the emission of light by the fluorochromes present in the cell. These signals become electric impulses which are amplified and registered as digital signals to be processed by a computer.

When the reagent is added to the sample, the fluorochrome-labelled MAbs present in the reagent bind specifically to the antigens they are directed against, allowing the detection by FC of the cell populations carried by the antigens.

The erythrocyte population, which could hinder the detection of the target population, is eliminated by the use of a red blood cell lysing solution previous to acquire the sample on the cytometer. The use of Quicklysis™ (CYT-QL-1) erythrocyte lysing solution is recommended, since it requires no further washing step and contains no fixative, therefore minimizing the handling of the sample and avoiding the cell loss associated to the centrifuge process.⁶⁻⁷

REAGENT COMPOSITION
The Screening Kit for PNH is provided in phosphate buffered saline with 0.1% sodium azide. It contains the following mixture of MAbs:

- Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) anti-human CD16, clone: 3G8; isotype IgG1.
- Phycoerythrin (PE) anti-human CD64, clone: 22; isotype IgG1.
- Peridin chlorophyll protein-Cyanine 5.5 tandem (PerCP-Cy5.5) anti-human CD45 (LCA); clone: HI30, isotype IgG1.
- Allophycocyanin (APC) anti-human CD14, clone 47-3D6; isotype IgG1.

Purification: Affinity chromatography
Amount per 1.250 ml vial: 25 tests (50 µl reagent to 10⁶ cells)
Reagents are not considered sterile.

STORAGE CONDITIONS
The reagent is stable until the expiration date shown on the label, when stored at 2-8°C. The reagent should not be frozen or exposed to direct light during storage or during incubation with cells. Keep the reagent vial dry. Once opened, the vial must be stored in a vertical position to avoid any possible spillage.

WARNINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. For research use only.
2. Peripheral blood is the most suitable specimen for immunophenotyping PNH. As the expression of GPI-anchored proteins depends on the maturity stage of the different hematopoietic series, the study in bone marrow samples unnecessarily complicates the analysis.²⁻⁷
3. This product is supplied ready to use.
**PROCEDURE**

**Material included**
Screening Kit for PNH is sufficient for 25 determinations (50 µl reagent to 10^6 cells).

**Material required but not included**
- Compatible with 4-colors of 488nm laser equipped flow cytometers
- Test tubes suitable for obtaining samples in the flow cytometer used. Usually tubes with a rounded bottom for 6 mL, 12x 75 mm are used.
- Automatic pipette (100µL) and tips.
- Micropipette with tips.
- Chronometer
- Vortex Mixer
- Isotypic control reagent
- Quicklysis™TM lysing solution
- Wash buffer as phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.1% sodium azide.

**Preparation**
Whole blood sample must be taken aseptically by means of a venipuncture in a sterilized tube for blood collection containing an appropriate anticoagulant (use of EDTA is recommended). The analysis requires one hundred (100) µl of the whole blood sample per tube, assuming a normal range of approximately 4 to 10 x 10^7 leucocytes per µl. For samples with a high white blood cell count, dilute samples with PBS to obtain a concentration of cells approximately equal to 1 x 10^7 cells/µL. Store the blood samples at 18-22ºC until they are to be tested. It is advisable to test blood samples within the 24 hours after their extraction. Hemolized samples or samples with suspended cell aggregates should be rejected.

1. Mix 100µl of peripheral blood with 50µl of screening Kit for PNH (CD16-FITC/CD64-PE/CD45-PerCP-Cy5.5/CD14-APC). To evaluate the non-specific binding of the antibody, an appropriate isotype control tube can be prepared.
2. Incubate for 10 minutes at room temperature in the dark.
3. Add 2 ml of Quicklysis™TM erythrocyte lysing solution and incubate the sample for 10 minutes at room temperature in the dark.
4. Acquire directly on the flow cytometer within the first four hours of finishing the sample preparation. If the samples are not acquired immediately after preparation, they should be stored in the dark at 2-8ºC. To ensure the accuracy of the assay is recommended to acquire 100,000 events, especially in samples from patients with aplastic anemia or refractory anemia-MDS without clinical evidence of hemolysis. Calibration of the instrument must be done according to the manufacturer’s advice. Before acquiring samples, adjust the threshold or discriminator to minimize debris and ensure populations of interest are included. Before acquiring the sample on the flow cytometer, mix the cells on the vortex at low speed to reduce aggregation.

*Note: The use of other lysing solutions may require the elimination of the lysed red blood cells. Follow the manufacturer’s recommended protocol of the lysing solution used.

**Flow cytometry analysis**
Check that the cytometer is correctly aligned and standardized for light dispersion (FSC/SSC on linear scale) and fluorescent intensity (FL1, FL2, FL3 FL4 on logarithmic scale) and that the right color compensation has been set following the instructions of the cytometer manufacturer:
- Use a CD45/CD64 dot plot to define monocytes (CD45+/CD64+) and neutrophils (CD45+/CD64+) regions. It is important to exclude eosinophils from the region of neutrophils (eosinophils are CD16 negative and may lead to error).
- Evaluate the possible loss of expression of the CD16 molecule on neutrophils and loss of expression of the CD14 molecule on monocytes.
  - When there are two groups of expression (bimodal expression) of CD16 on neutrophils and two groups of expression of CD14 on monocytes the sample may be considered PNH positive.
  - When there is bimodal expression neither neutrophils nor monocytes, the sample is PNH negative.
- Only the samples suspected of being HPN positive would require further studies which provide additional clinically useful information (e.g. for management of the PNH-related anemia).
The following figure shows representative dot plots of CD14 and CD16 expression on peripheral blood monocytes and neutrophils from a PNH patient.

LIMITATIONS
- Blood samples should be stored at 18-22°C and be tested within the 24 hours after they are obtained.
- It is advisable to acquire stained samples on the cytometer as soon as possible to optimize the results. Nonviable cells may stain nonspecifically. Prolonged exposure of whole blood samples to lytic reagents may cause white cell destruction and loss of cells from the target population.
- Results obtained by flow cytometry may be erroneous if the cytometer laser is misaligned or the gates are improperly set.
- Certain patients may present special problems due to altered or very low number of certain cellular population.

QUALITY CONTROL
- To obtain optimum results it is advisable to verify the precision of pipettes and that the cytometer is correctly calibrated.
- The fluorochromes fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), R-phycoerythrin (PE), peridin chlorophyll protein-Cyanine 5.5 tandem (PerCP-Cy5.5) and allophycocyanin (APC) emit in different wavelengths but show a certain spectral overlapping which must be corrected by means of electronic compensation if combinations of different monoclonal antibodies are used conjugated with these fluorochromes. The optimum levels of compensation can be established by analysis in a dot-plot diagram of cells from healthy individuals stained with mutually exclusive monoclonal antibodies conjugated with the fluorochromes to be used in the test.
- To evaluate the non-specific binding of the antibody, an appropriated isotype control tube can be prepared.
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WARRANTY
This product is warranted only to conform to the quantity and contents stated on the label. There are no warranties that extend beyond the description on the label of the product. Cytognos’s sole liability is limited to either replacement of the product or refund of the purchase price.